1980 Chevron Sports Car - B60 No Reserve
B60 No Reserve

Lot sold

USD 47 120 - 70 680
EUR 40 000 - 60 000 (listed)

Year of manufacture

1980

Competition car

Drive

RHD

Condition

Used

Location

Yes

Drivetrain

2wd

Lot number

107

Fuel type

Petrol

Exterior colour

White

Car type

Other

Description
Competition car
Unregistered
Chassis n° 302
Mazda Wankel Engine n° 6 10 89
-Mythical sport prototype mark
-Rare and performance oriented barchetta
-Proven rotary engine
- ex Jean Blaton aka Beurlys
- No reserve
This rare and interesting Chevron B60 barchetta is equipped with a type 13B 1300cc Mazda Wankel
rotary engine paired to a 1978 type FG411 five-speed Hewland gearbox. This sport prototype was
built in the early 80s on a monocoque chassis with a fiberglass body to compete in the Thundersport
championship. This B60, owned by the same person since 2011, was acquired from the family of the
previous owner at his death, having himself acquired it in 1998, directly from the famous Belgian
collector Jean Blaton, better known under his driving name "Beurlys". The car has since been used a
few times during track days but overall has been used very little in recent years. Its owner notably
proceeded with the renovation of the gearbox, as well as the repair of the polyester bodywork, the
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invoices of which are in the file just like an old FIA certificate. The owner and his mechanic in charge
of the current maintenance will be happy to pass their knowledge of the car to the future buyer. It will
also be sold with mechanical parts and tools, details regarding these can be acquired upon request.
This car represents an interesting opportunity to acquire a powerful racing machine with prestigious
provenance, capable of offering you the best sensations on trackdays.
For more information and photos: https://www.artcurial.com/fr/lot-1980-chevron-b60-no-reserve3980-107
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